
6 HOURS PACKAGE
 

$2200 Inc GST ( paid in two parts) 
6x hours on locations

2x Videographers ( husband and wife
team) 

Party to follow each couple
2x 4K Cameras, lighting and lapels for

the groom and celebrant. 
20 mins fly time with the 4K Drone.

 
3x Video Edits

-Ceremony ( Full cut of the ceremony
from two cameras lightly edited) 

-Love Story ( Full day captured to edit up
to 15 mins) 

-Highlight Edit ( Shorter cut for social
media up to 5 mins) 

Free 100 Images ( frames taken from the
4K footage)

8 HOURS PACKAGE
 

$2550 Inc GST ( paid in two parts) 
8x hours on locations

2x Videographers ( husband and wife
team) 

Party to follow each couple.
2x 4K Cameras, lighting and lapels for

the groom and celebrant. 
20 mins fly time with the 4K Drone.

 
4x Video Edits

-Ceremony ( Full cut of the ceremony
from two cameras lightly edited) 

-Love Story ( Full day from start to edit
up to 20 mins) 

-Highlight Edit ( Shorter cut for social
media up to 8 mins) 

-Speeches Reel ( All speaking from the
reception on one edit) 

Free 150 Images ( frames taken from the
4K footage)

www.angrychickenmediaweddings.com.au

NSW & QLD 

To have both Alyssa and Travis fly with
their equipment to

your wedding add $500
to any of the listed packages for total travel

fee.
When an over night stay is required this is arranged by

the crew and you are not charged for accomidation



10 Hours Package
 

$2990 Inc GST ( paid in two parts) 
10x hours on locations

2x Videographers ( husband and wife
team) 

Party to follow each couple.
2x 4K Cameras, lighting and lapels for

the groom and celebrant. 
30 mins fly time with the 4K Drone. (

Multiple locations)
 

4x Video Edits
-Ceremony ( Full cut of the ceremony

from two cameras lightly edited) 
-Love Story ( Full day from start to edit

up to 30 mins) 
-Highlight Edit ( Shorter cut for social

media up to 15 mins) 
-Speeches Reel ( All speaking from the

reception on one edit) 
Free 250 Images ( frames taken from the

4K footage)

Meet your Crew
 

Travis and Alyssa have a professional but
very calm and laid back approach. they

make jokes, smile and even tear up over
your day.  

They too have experienced the
excitement and nerves that come with a
wedding day and don't take the honor of
being there for you on your day lightly.

You will often see them interact with the
kids, talk and joke with family over the
day and keep anyone involved on the

day on track as they know whats ahead
and are always making sure they help

make your day run as smooth as
possible. 

Unlike many videographers they call the
celebrant, venue and photographers
before the date to make sure there is

team behind your wedding day. 
When your paying for Alyssa and Travis

as your film crew your not just paying for
them to film, your paying for peace of
mind you have caring professionals
there to support you both on your

biggest day. 
 

See over 50 reviews on our facebook page
/angrychickenmediaweddings

www.angrychickenmediaweddings.com.au

NSW & QLD 

To have both Alyssa and Travis fly with
their equipment to 

your wedding add $500
to any of the listed packages for total travel

fee. 
When an over night stay is required this is arranged by

the crew and you are not charged for accomidation


